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DESCRIPTION
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Describe architectural features. Evaluate the characteristics of this building in terms of other buildings within the community.
The two substantial barns at 7 Gowing Lane represent remnants of the old Gowing Farm. The Gowing barns
currently stand on a rise on the west side of Duane Road, at the entrance to a modem suburban subdivision of
substantial houses. Reportedly destroyed by fire about fifteen to twenty years ago, all that remains of the Gowing
farm house is a cellar hole located just to the west of the bams. Adjacent to the cellar hole is a modem house trailer.
The two barns are large rectangular structures which are sheathed with vertical boards and are enclosed by gable
roofs. These are contiguous at their southeastern and northwestern comers and are evidently the same structures
shown on the 1906 Middlesex County Atlas. They were evidently built c. 1875-1885. Currently in poor to fair
condition, these buildings, by virtue of their substantial scale, are key components in the town's important
collection of nineteenth-century
agricul tural buildings.

mSTORICAL NARRATIVE
~ see continuation sheet
Discuss the history of the building. Explain its associations with local (or state) history. Include uses of the building. and the role(s) the
owners/occupants played within the community.
The barns at 7 Gowing Lane were originally part of the Jacob Gowing Farm. At an unspecified time in the
nineteenth century the northerly part of the Gowing estate was called Thoits or Thord's Orchard after a Mr. Thoit
who "lived for a time on the hill and planted apple trees there." Located just to the west of the barns is a cellar hole
that is all that remains of the Gowing farm house. Around 1838, Jacob Gowing purchased the ancient Sergeant
George Flint house from John Flint II for $1350. Gowing subsequently incorporated the Flint house as an ell of his
own house. Built by 1830, Jacob Gowing's house stood at the head of a private road that later was called Gowing
Lane. The Flint house was said to have been built during the late seventeenth century and had occupied a hill top site
not far from Gowing Lane. According to Samuel Lel'age, the old Flint house was characterized by "heavy planks
inning up and down, with the clapboards nailed to these." The second John Flint's father, Lieutenant John Flint, had
.ieen born in the old house, later settling in New Hampshire around 1770. He came back to the North Precinct of
Reading in 1775, just in time to "take part in the affair at Lexington and in the war against the mother country which
followed."
In any event, Jacob Gowing's farm became one of the best known in North Reading during the town's late nineteenth
century market garden heyday because of the high quality of its farm products. The Jacob Gowing farm, called
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Sunside Farm, was widely known for its strawberries. By 1870, Gowing's farm encompassed 104 acres worth an
estimated $3,659. In addition to a 5-acre "strawberry meadow," the farm had an orchard and a IS-acre clay pit
($360), possibly for on-site brick making. During the 1880s and 1890s, hundreds of boxes of strawberries were
shipped from the Gowing farm to Boston each week. Gowing was the originator of berries called "sample" and
"first quality." According to local historical commission member Patricia Romeo, the Gowings "conducted a
vibrant business dealing with extracts for medicines. The Gowing Extract Company was significant in the
area." After the c.Iate 1980s fire, Gowing Extract bottles with paper labels were salvaged from the basement of
the old Gowing House. The salvaged bottles represented a small fraction of the bottles and other artifacts related
to the Gowing business.
By 1890, Jacob's son Joseph Gowing inherited land holdings encompassing three houses on 225 1/4 acres worth an
estimated $9,445. The Gowing Lane property embraced nearly 80 acres. In that year, only one barn is listed,
suggesting that one of the current barns post-dates 1890. The possibility remains that one of these structures is the
carriage house which was worth an estimated $375 while the barn was valued at $675. In addition, five hen houses
were located on the premises. A study of North Reading property valuations reveals that there were very few hen
houses on town farms in 1870 but a veritable explosion of hen house construction occurs between 1870 and 1890
as agricultural products once again come to the fore following the demise of mills, shoe making and other cottage
industries. By 1890, the Gowing farm had been subdivided into a l-acre house lot, 28 acres of fields, 10 acres of
orchards and 37 acres of pasture. The other two Gowing houses were located on Washington and Haverhill Streets
at undetermined locations.
By 1910, the barns and house at 7 Gowing Lane were part of what is perhaps the most extensive real estate empire
ever assembled in North Reading history. By that time, Jacob D. Gowing's holdings included 18 houses on over
270 acres. In addition to the Gowing Lane house, Jacob's residences included six seasonal cottages on Martin's
Pond, two houses on Haverhill Street, a house on Elm Street, two houses on Railroad Avenue and a house on
Willow Street.
Gowings retained ownership of the family farm off Gowing Lane until at least the 1930s. By that time, Louis M.
and Mary A. Gowing (children of Jacob D. Gowing?) had divided the fann. The two buildings described as
garages on Louis M. Gowing's property may be the barns that are still extant on the property. By 1966, four
members of the Downing family lived at 7 Gowing Lane, including: Billie M. Downing, housewife; Stuart B.
Downing, customer engineer; Jean B. Downing, housewife; and Robert M. Downing, systems analyst.
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